Abstract: Rail surface defects seriously affect the safety of railway systems. At present, human inspection and rail vehicle inspection are the main approaches for the detection of rail surface defects. However, there are many shortcomings to these approaches, such as low efficiency, high cost, and so on. This paper presents a novel visual inspection approach based on unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) images, and focuses on two key issues of UAV-based rail images: image enhancement and defects segmentation. With regards to the first aspect, a novel image enhancement algorithm named Local Weber-like Contrast (LWLC) is proposed to enhance rail images. The rail surface defects and backgrounds can be highlighted and homogenized under various sunlight intensity by LWLC, due to its illuminance independent, local nonlinear and other advantages. With regards to the second, a new threshold segmentation method named gray stretch maximum entropy (GSME) is presented in this paper. The proposed GSME method emphasizes gray stretch and de-noising on UAV-based rail images, and selects an optimal segmentation threshold for defects detection. Two visual comparison experiments were carried out to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed methods. Finally, a quantitative comparison experiment shows the LWLC-GSME model achieves a recall of 93.75% for T-I defects and of 94.26% for T-II defects. Therefore, LWLC for image enhancement, in conjunction with GSME for defects segmentation, is efficient and feasible for the detection of rail surface defects based on UAV Images.
Introduction
Rail transportation plays a significant role in the development of economic and industrial growth, and the failures of railway facilities (such as defects on the rail surface) are directly related to catastrophic accidents [1] . With the development of high-speed and high-load rail transit, the probability of rail surface defects is increasing rapidly. In general, rail surface defects which include corrugations and discrete defects due to wheel-rail contact conditions are the most common forms of defects [2] . Corrugations arise from periodic slip of the wheel on the rail as trains run on tracks [3] . The discrete defects are generated on the rail surface in an apparently random manner, i.e., without periodic characteristics, as shown in Figure 1 . Those defects might cause serious accidents, or may even result in a catastrophic derailment of vehicles. Thus, this paper mainly discusses the detection of surface discrete defects. Currently, there are regular inspections of tracks in order to maintain safe and efficient operation [4] . Historically, inspection tasks are performed by trained personnel, by walking along the tracks. However, the manual inspection is inappropriate due to its low-efficiency, lack of objectivity, and high false alarm rate. Furthermore, the results are seriously dependent on the capability of the observer to detect possible anomalies and recognize critical conditions [5] . Therefore, automatic and nondestructive inspection methods should be urgently developed.
At present, nondestructive inspection methods have been widely developed in a variety of industry inspection applications, due to their high efficiency and high precision [6] . Several methods have been applied to rail defects inspection, such as acoustic emission inspection [7] , electromagnetic inspection [8] , ultrasonic surface waves inspection [9] , and visual inspection(VI) [10] [11] [12] . Particularly, with the development of computer vision techniques, VI (visual inspection) has been widely applied. VI is the most notable method for the surface defect detection because of its high speed and low cost [13] . Some researchers have studied rail surface defects by VI [14] [15] [16] . The VI method is an attractive approach for discrete defect detection.
According to the traditional VI approach for surface defects inspection, a high definition (HD) camera is used to capture rail images; it is embedded in a detection system installed under an inspection train. Currently, most related researches are based on this approach. However, it has inevitable drawbacks, such as limited detection range, high cost, and so on. Inspection trains have to run over significant distances to capture rail images for a wide range of detection. The detectable parts and viewing angles are limited, especially for mountainous areas or across rivers.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have become a research hotspot in many fields. The UAVbased inspection scheme is efficient and cost-effective, and has become attractive for change inspection in small-scale regions [17] . With the rapid development of UAVs, UAV-based aerial photography has been widely employed for engineering surveying and mapping [18] , crop measurements [19] , wind turbine blade surface inspection [20] , power facilities inspection [21] , historical buildings inspection [22] , forest fire detection [23] , bridge crack detection [24] , fault detection in photovoltaic cells [25] , and other detection applications such as target tracking [26] , tracking and classification of multiple moving objects [27] and object recognition [28] , etc. In general, UAV-based aerial photography has been extensively applied in various industries due to its advantages: low cost, ease of control, and flexibility.
As mentioned, an inspection method of rail surface defects based on UAV combined with VI is proposed in this paper. A typical approach to detect surface defects is to automatically extract defects after image enhancement [15] . The most two popular methods for image enhancement are by the histogram equalization (HE) and homomorphic filtering algorithms. However, since the HE is a linear algorithm and only averages the gray level distribution rather than enlarging the gray scale, Currently, there are regular inspections of tracks in order to maintain safe and efficient operation [4] . Historically, inspection tasks are performed by trained personnel, by walking along the tracks. However, the manual inspection is inappropriate due to its low-efficiency, lack of objectivity, and high false alarm rate. Furthermore, the results are seriously dependent on the capability of the observer to detect possible anomalies and recognize critical conditions [5] . Therefore, automatic and nondestructive inspection methods should be urgently developed.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have become a research hotspot in many fields. The UAV-based inspection scheme is efficient and cost-effective, and has become attractive for change inspection in small-scale regions [17] . With the rapid development of UAVs, UAV-based aerial photography has been widely employed for engineering surveying and mapping [18] , crop measurements [19] , wind turbine blade surface inspection [20] , power facilities inspection [21] , historical buildings inspection [22] , forest fire detection [23] , bridge crack detection [24] , fault detection in photovoltaic cells [25] , and other detection applications such as target tracking [26] , tracking and classification of multiple moving objects [27] and object recognition [28] , etc. In general, UAV-based aerial photography has been extensively applied in various industries due to its advantages: low cost, ease of control, and flexibility.
As mentioned, an inspection method of rail surface defects based on UAV combined with VI is proposed in this paper. A typical approach to detect surface defects is to automatically extract defects after image enhancement [15] . The most two popular methods for image enhancement are by the histogram equalization (HE) and homomorphic filtering algorithms. However, since the HE is a linear algorithm and only averages the gray level distribution rather than enlarging the gray scale, there are several shortcomings, such as loss of image detail information and noise amplification [29] . Homomorphic filtering algorithm based on the illumination reflectance model is a frequency-domain processing to compress image light regions and enhance contrast. This method makes use of the frequency information of images. However, it often blurs image details, leading to a lack of deliberation of the spatial local characteristics of images [29] . In addition, gray values in the global scope change dramatically because of the uneven illumination and reflectance properties of rail surfaces [14] . Therefore, the two global enhancement methods are not suitable for rail images.
For defect detection, research on models that automatically locate defects after image enhancement has several achievements. For instance, a visual inspection system (VIS) is proposed for discrete defect detection [14] . In the VIS, images are captured by a high-speed digital camera fixed on a train. Subsequently, track extraction based on projection profile (TEBP) algorithm is used to extract the areas of rail track in images, and then the local normalized (LN) method and the defect localization based on projection profile (DLBP) method are applied to detect rail surface defects. The MLC-PEME model is proposed for defect detection [30] . Firstly, the histogram-based track extraction (HBTE) algorithm is used to extract areas of rail track in images which were captured by a camera fixed on an inspection train, then the MLC (Michelson-like contrast) combined with proportion emphasized maximum entropy (PEME) method is applied to detect defects. These methods performed well; however, they are seriously influenced by noise and background points, and consequently, have massive false detection rates [15] . An inverse PM diffusion model is proposed to enhance images [16] . Therefore, an adaptive threshold binarization is able to readily locate surface defects. However, it is seriously influenced by noise points, and yields in high false detection rates [15] .
Most inspection models are based on the VI system fixed on inspection trains, and research on the UAV-based inspection of rail surface defects is rarely discussed. In this study, we faced the following serious challenges:
• Rail position variances in UAV images. Unlike inspection trains, the camera angle of HD camera installed on UAV is sensitive to environment aspects (such as wind and turbulence) and operators. Although the UAV can balance itself by using GPS flight mode, rail positions in images captured by UAV aerial photography are extremely variable. Therefore, the variances of rail positions bring difficulties to rail extraction.
• Non-uniform illumination and noise corruption. Due to partial occlusion of infrastructures around the rail (such as catenary etc.), reflectance properties of rail surface and shake of the UAV and other environmental factors, the brightness and contrast of images are uneven and low. According to [17, 31] , UAV digital images are likely to be corrupted by noises during the acquisition or transmission. In general, the gray levels of surface defects are lower than that of background (non-defect area) [14] , but the order of these values is often broken because of non-uniform illumination and noise corruption, as shown in the Figure 1 .
• Few characteristics for defects segmentation. A corrugation initiates and develops easily because of the periodic occurrence of contact vibration [32] . However, it is difficult to inspect discrete defects by the VI method due to the lack of periodicity. Surface defects have low grey-level, that distinguishes them from the dynamic background. Therefore, the grey-level is considered to be the most available feature [14] . Therefore, the existing object recognition methods based on sophisticated texture and shape features are unfeasible, due to the limitation of visual features [15] .
Also, due to the above challenges, these inspection models based on inspection trains are unable to be used in the case of UAV rail images. To overcome these challenges, this paper presents a novel image enhancement algorithm based on Weber's law and a new threshold segmentation method based on the gray stretch in wavelet domain. Weber's law was first proposed by German physiologist Weber, and later formulated quantitatively as a mathematical expression referred to as Weber contrast by psychologist Fechner [33] . It reveals the global influence of background stimulus on humans' sensitivity to the intensity increment [34] . Weber contrast is commonly used in cases where small features are present on a large uniform background, i.e., where the average luminance is approximately equal to the background luminance [35] . Due to few defects existing on rail surfaces and the high reflection properties of rail surfaces, the brightness mean of longitudinal line along a track approximates to the background luminance. It is supposed that the Weber's law is suitable for enhancing UAV-based rail images. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel LWLC (Local Weber-like Contrast) algorithm based on Weber's law.
Although the rail surface defects and backgrounds can be highlighted and homogenized by LWLC, respectively, noise points and low contrast of background and defects still exist in UAV-based rail images. This leads to inaccurate segmentation thresholds based on traditional threshold methods, such as Otsu method [36] and maximum entropy (ME) method [37] . An image segmentation method based on gray stretch and threshold algorithm (GSTA) [38] outperforms the Otsu method [38] . This method of GSTA uses the Otsu method to obtain a threshold after image wavelet decomposition, and then grayscale of object and background on this image is extended to a large scale based on this threshold. Subsequently, the Otsu method is also used to get an optimization after the image is reconstructed in wavelet domain. This method has achieved attractive results on image segmentation. In addition, the wavelet transform combined with median/mean filtering is extremely effective for image (or UAV image) de-noising [31, 39, 40] . Therefore, inspired by these successes, this paper put forward a new threshold method named gray stretch maximum entropy (GSME), which utilizes gray stretch in wavelet domain combined with median filtering de-nosing to increase defects detection performance.
The advantages of the proposed methods in this paper are as follows: (1) LWLC algorithm is local, nonlinear, and illuminance independent. This algorithm can adapt to different sunlight illuminance, eliminate the significant changes of gray-scale, and highlight defects of UAV-based rail images. (2) The GSME method emphasizes gray stretch and image de-noising on rail images, and automatically gives more suitable segmentation thresholds for rail surface defects detection. (3) To the surface defects detection based on UAV-based rail images, a LWLC-GSME model that achieves a recall of 93.75% for T-I defects and a recall of 94.26% for T-II defects can provide a feasible solution.
The remaining sections of this paper is organized as follows: details of the LWLC and the GSME algorithms are described in Methodology. The experiment setup and result analysis are presented in Experiment results and performance analysis. A conclusion is provided at the end of the paper.
Methodology
The inspection method for rail surface defects based on UAV images is proposed in this paper. The UAV-based rail images are captured by UAV equipped with a high-definition camera. The customized image processing methods are applied to analyze and detect these images. The flow diagram of inspection method for rail surface defects based on UAV image in the study is shown in Figure 2 . All images used for this paper are captured by a UAV equipped with HD cameras, with the aircraft was flying at an altitude of 30 m above the rail. There are three subjects discussed in this section: (1) the extraction of area of rail tracks; the pseudocode of the tracks extraction is presented in the appendix, (2) UAV-based rail images enhancement based on LWLC algorithm, and (3) the defects segmentation based on the GSME method. 
Rail Track Extraction
The rail images captured by UAVs involves redundant areas, as shown in Figure 3 . Besides the areas of rail tracks, the rest areas are excluded for the next step. Therefore, Hough Transform and the method based on cumulative gray value of each pixel column are used to extract the area of rail track from rail images. Hough transform is a graphic detection algorithm based on the duality of point and line, and can be applied in the extraction of rail tracks [41] .
Considering an image as a MN  matrix, the N-dimensional matrix Cg that consists of cumulative gray value of each pixel column of the image matrix is determined by:
where, Figure 3 . It should be noted that () Cg n is mapped to a small range. From this figure, it can be observed that the value () Cg n of area of the rail track is higher than the rest. This method is based on two factors: (1) Area of rail track has a higher value of () Cg n . (2) The width d w of the rail track is fixed in the rail image, as shown in Figure 3 . The detail procedure about the method for rail track extraction is shown in Appendix A. 
Considering an image as a M × N matrix, the N-dimensional matrix Cg that consists of cumulative gray value of each pixel column of the image matrix is determined by:
where, D xy is the pixel value of the coordinate (x, y). The matrix Cg of the vertical rail image (M = 550, N = 350) is shown in Figure 3 . It should be noted that Cg(n) is mapped to a small range. From this figure, it can be observed that the value Cg(n) of area of the rail track is higher than the rest. This method is based on two factors: (1) Area of rail track has a higher value of Cg(n). (2) The width w d of the rail track is fixed in the rail image, as shown in Figure 3 . The detail procedure about the method for rail track extraction is shown in Appendix A. 
The Local Weber-Like Contrast Algorithm for Rail Images Enhancement
The brightness of images is non-uniform because of uneven natural light, the reflectance properties of rail surfaces [42] , vibration of UAVs, or any other environmental factors. Therefore, defects and backgrounds are always mixed together. According to our experience, the following characteristics of UAV rail images occur:
 Lower variation range of gray values in local regions. The reflection property and illumination of each longitudinal line in rail images is stable [14] . In the local line window, the variation range of gray values has small variation, and the most obvious features can be used for image enhancement [15] .  Greater variation range of gray values in global scope. In general, the rail images have a large variation range of gray level in global scope due to uneven natural light and the reflectance properties of rail surfaces. The reflected light in smooth parts of rail surfaces is more than the rough parts [42] .  Confused gray values between defects and background. In general, the gray value of surface defects is lower than that of background, but the order is often broken because of illumination non-uniformity and noise corruption, as shown in the Figure 4 .  Consistent features in the same longitudinal direction. Actually, a rail surface shares consistent features in the longitudinal direction as a train runs on a rail, since the friction for the points in the longitudinal direction between the rail surface and train wheels has an almost identical impact on the rail surface. In a rail image, intensity for the pixel points along longitudinal direction is consistent with relatively gray value changes caused by defect points and noise points [15] . Therefore, the surface discrete defects can be derived by the analysis of the information in longitudinal regions.  Higher gray mean of each longitudinal line for a track. According to our observation, the gray means along longitudinal lines of a UAV rail image are higher under normal conditions. This is because that UAV are supposed to fly in fine weathers and natural light conditions, and the surface reflectivity of rail tracks in operation is high because of its smoothness, as shown in the Figure 4 .
As Figure 4 shows, the gray means along longitudinal lines of the image is high and the brightness of defects is quite low [14] . Since there are few defects in the image [30] , the mean can be considered as background in the longitudinal direction. This feature completely satisfies a suitable range of Weber Contrast. As one of the most classical luminance contrast statistics, Weber Contrast is popular to cope with small, sharp-edged graphic objects on larger uniform backgrounds [43] : 
• Lower variation range of gray values in local regions. The reflection property and illumination of each longitudinal line in rail images is stable [14] . In the local line window, the variation range of gray values has small variation, and the most obvious features can be used for image enhancement [15] .
• Greater variation range of gray values in global scope. In general, the rail images have a large variation range of gray level in global scope due to uneven natural light and the reflectance properties of rail surfaces. The reflected light in smooth parts of rail surfaces is more than the rough parts [42] .
•
Confused gray values between defects and background. In general, the gray value of surface defects is lower than that of background, but the order is often broken because of illumination non-uniformity and noise corruption, as shown in the Figure 4 .
• Consistent features in the same longitudinal direction. Actually, a rail surface shares consistent features in the longitudinal direction as a train runs on a rail, since the friction for the points in the longitudinal direction between the rail surface and train wheels has an almost identical impact on the rail surface. In a rail image, intensity for the pixel points along longitudinal direction is consistent with relatively gray value changes caused by defect points and noise points [15] . Therefore, the surface discrete defects can be derived by the analysis of the information in longitudinal regions.
Higher gray mean of each longitudinal line for a track. According to our observation, the gray means along longitudinal lines of a UAV rail image are higher under normal conditions. This is because that UAV are supposed to fly in fine weathers and natural light conditions, and the surface reflectivity of rail tracks in operation is high because of its smoothness, as shown in the Figure 4 .
As Figure 4 shows, the gray means along longitudinal lines of the image is high and the brightness of defects is quite low [14] . Since there are few defects in the image [30] , the mean can be considered as background in the longitudinal direction. This feature completely satisfies a suitable range of Weber Contrast. As one of the most classical luminance contrast statistics, Weber Contrast is popular to cope with small, sharp-edged graphic objects on larger uniform backgrounds [43] :
where, L o is the luminance of the symbol and L b is the luminance of the immediately adjacent background. When the background is lighter than the object, C w is negative and ranges from 0 to −1. When the background is darker, C w is positive and ranges from 0 to potentially very large numbers. Inspired by Weber Contrast and based on these characteristics for UAV rail images, the LWLC algorithm is proposed for adapting to different sunlight illuminance and eliminating the significant changes of gray-scale in this paper. The proposed gray stretch method for defects segmentation will be introduced in the next section. Assuming a pixel ( , ) xy and its surrounding window T in a rail image I, the intensity These characteristics are similar to the human vision system, that is likely to discern contrast under the darker illuminance [30, 44] . Inspired by Weber Contrast and based on these characteristics for UAV rail images, the LWLC algorithm is proposed for adapting to different sunlight illuminance and eliminating the significant changes of gray-scale in this paper. The proposed gray stretch method for defects segmentation will be introduced in the next section. Assuming a pixel (x, y) and its surrounding window T in a rail image I, the intensity LW LC (x,y) of each pixel is given by:
where, I(x, y) denotes the gray value of the pixels in the image, E is the mean of I( x, y) in T in window T. Figure 5a shows LWLC value with the mean range [100, 255] due to higher brightness of UAV rail images. And Figure 5b ,c present the curve with E = 100 and the curve with E = 220, respectively. In Figure 5b , the low range [0, 100] of I maps to [−1, 0], while the high range [100, 255] of I maps to (0, 155/100). In contrast, the curve with E = 220 in Figure 5c shows that the greater low range [0, 220] of I maps to [−1, 0] due to its low slope. Thereby, along with the brightness increasing, the LWLC value is progressively reduced and the stretch of the range of I is weakened. These characteristics are similar to the human vision system, that is likely to discern contrast under the darker illuminance [30, 44] . Inspired by Weber Contrast and based on these characteristics for UAV rail images, the LWLC algorithm is proposed for adapting to different sunlight illuminance and eliminating the significant changes of gray-scale in this paper. The proposed gray stretch method for defects segmentation will be introduced in the next section. Assuming a pixel ( , ) xy and its surrounding window T in a rail image I, the intensity These characteristics are similar to the human vision system, that is likely to discern contrast under the darker illuminance [30, 44] . The gray value I(x, y) of the pixels in an image can be approximately determined by:
where L(x, y) is light source intensity on the camera lens, and R(x, y) is the coefficient of reflection attribute [45] . In a local window T, L(x, y) can be regarded as a constant L due to the fact that the sunlight intensity in this small T reflected by the surface of a rail track is barely change under sunlight illumination. Therefore, Equation (3) can be replaced by:
where µ R ( x, y) is the mean of reflection attribute coefficient R(x, y) in a local window T. From this Equation (5), LW LC is just dependent on R(x, y) and µ R ( x, y) rather than light source intensity L(x, y).
As a result, it is supposed that LW LC can keep steady under the change of sunlight illuminance.
On the other hand, R(x, y) generally varies less in a local window T. This means that the value of R(x, y) − µ R ( x, y) approximates 0. Thereby, when there are a smooth background window T 1 with a large µ R ( x, y) and a coarse background window T 1 with a small µ R ( x, y) in a rail image, the difference of their LW LC matrix is not obvious. Therefore, a uniform background can be achieved by LW LC. Briefly, rail surface defects and backgrounds can be highlighted and homogenized by LW LC. Based on these features, LW LC can enhance the UAV-based rail images of non-uniformity brightness due to the various reflection attribute of rail surfaces under various sunlight intensity.
A transformed image can be obtained by Equation (3), which has contrast enhancement. The choice of window T size is very important, because it affects the quality and efficiency of this algorithm. Based on UAV rail image features in the same longitudinal direction presented in the above characteristics, this study adopted a lined (longitudinal direction) window T (100 × 1) in this paper. The experiment in [30] also proves the excellent performance of this local line window.
In a local line window, gray value of defects is considered to be lower than the other areas on rail surface, because the light of the window is equal and less light can be reflected by defects. Therefore, if gray value of a pixel is lower than the mean value of all pixels in this window, it may be regarded as a defect point. In contrast, this is regarded as a background point. Based on these factors and Equation (3), the pixels belonging to non-defect (background and irregular) points can be translated into uniform background by setting a dynamic threshold E(I( x, y)) by
In summary, the proposed LWLC algorithm for image enhancement is described as follows:
(i) By convolution with an image matrix I and a designed lined window, calculates LWLC value of each pixel in I by Equation (6) , so that a LWLC matrix can be acquired. 
Defect Segmentation Mehtod Based on Gray Stretch Maximum Entropy
The GSME algorithm is able to determine an optimal segmentation threshold by stretching gray levels between the objection and background and reduces noise in the image's wavelet domain. The procedure of the algorithm is shown in Figure 6 .
Based on one-level 2-D DWT algorithm, the rail image is decomposed into four bands (LL, HL, LH, HH). For the LL band, the ME algorithm is used to obtain a segmentation threshold after reconstructing its coefficient, and then the gray stretch method is used to enhance contrast between background and
foreground. For HL, LH and HH bands, the median filtering template of horizontal line, vertical line, and diagonal line is used to eliminate noise of three high frequency wavelet coefficients, respectively.
Subsequently, the ME algorithm is used to select a segmentation threshold after reconstructing the rail image.
The
and foreground. For HL, LH and HH bands, the median filtering template of horizontal line, vertical line, and diagonal line is used to eliminate noise of three high frequency wavelet coefficients, respectively.
Subsequently, the ME algorithm is used to select a segmentation threshold after reconstructing the rail image. Figure 6 . The procedure of the GSME method.
A Brief Introduction for 2-D Discrete Wavelet Transform
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) can not only express some features of a signal easily and efficiently, but also provides a powerful insight into an image's spatial and frequency characteristics [38, 46] . Two-dimensional functions such as images can be expanded from one-dimensional wavelet transform [46] . In two dimensions, a 2-D scaling function and three 2-D wavelets are given by:
where ( , ) xy  is a two-dimensional scaling function, Figure 6 . The procedure of the GSME method.
where ϕ(x, y) is a two-dimensional scaling function, ψ H corresponds to some variations along columns(such as horizontal edges), ψ V corresponds to variations along rows (for example, vertical edges), and ψ D responds to variations along diagonals. Each of them can be seen as products of two 1-D functions. If the 2-D scaling and wavelets functions are given, the 1-D DWT can be extended to two dimensions. Firstly, the scaled and translated basis functions are defined as:
where index i is a superscript that assumes the values H, V, and D in Equation (7). The discrete wavelet transform of M × N image f (x, y) is given by:
where j 0 is an arbitrary starting scale that is set to 0 by default, the W ϕ (j 0 , m, n) coefficients are an approximation of f (x, y) at scale j 0 , and the W i ψ (j, m, n) coefficients add horizontal, vertical, and diagonal details for scales j ≥ j 0 . The 2-D DWT is achieved by using digital filters and down-sampling, as shown in Figure 7 . According to the 2-D DWT scaling and wavelet functions, we can take the 1-D FWT (fast wavelet transform) of the rows of f (x, y), followed by the 1-D FWT of the resulting columns. Therefore, an original 2-D image can be decomposed into four sub-image sets which contain different frequency characteristics by high-pass and low-pass filter: a scaling component W ϕ involving low-pass information and three wavelet components, W H ψ , W D ψ , and W V ψ , corresponding respectively to the horizontal, diagonal, and vertical details, as in Figure 5 . The 1-level DWT method can also reduce noise and the background disturbances.
and diagonal details for scales 0 jj  . The 2-D DWT is achieved by using digital filters and downsampling, as shown in Figure 7 . According to the 2-D DWT scaling and wavelet functions, we can take the 1-D FWT (fast wavelet transform) of the rows of ( , ) f x y , followed by the 1-D FWT of the resulting columns. Therefore, an original 2-D image can be decomposed into four sub-image sets which contain different frequency characteristics by high-pass and low-pass filter: a scaling Figure 5 . The 1-level DWT method can also reduce noise and the background disturbances. 
The Gray Stretch Maximum Entropy Threshold Method
T. Pun et al. proposed the entropy threshold principle [47, 48] which uses entropy of image gray histogram to obtain the segmentation threshold. The maximum entropy (ME) algorithm [37] is proposed to optimize a threshold afterwards. ME method can confirm one threshold which maximizes the total content of information provided by cumulative object probability distribution Figure 7 , ⊗ denotes convolution symbol, h ψ denotes low pass filter, and h ϕ denotes high pass filter.
T. Pun et al. proposed the entropy threshold principle [47, 48] which uses entropy of image gray histogram to obtain the segmentation threshold. The maximum entropy (ME) algorithm [37] is proposed to optimize a threshold afterwards. ME method can confirm one threshold which maximizes the total content of information provided by cumulative object probability distribution φ o and cumulative background probability distribution φ b . They are given by:
where P n is the probability of gray value n in an image. Given a rail image I that is normalized to 256 gray levels, and the entropy of φ o and φ b is defined as:
where M is the total pixel number of image I, f n is the frequency of gray value n in I. An optimal threshold T* can be obtained by:
The ME method takes into account both the distribution information of image pixel gray and the spatial information of pixels. However, its performance is not perfect for defect segmentation due to the aforementioned characteristics of rail images. Therefore, GSME algorithm is proposed in this paper, as shown in Figure 6 .
(i) Based on one-level 2-D DWT algorithm, the rail image is decomposed into four wavelet coefficients that include approximation (low frequency region), horizontal, vertical, and diagonal details. (ii) For low frequency region (LL region) of image decomposed by wavelet, the ME algorithm is used to obtain a segmentation threshold after reconstructing its coefficient, and then the gray stretch method is used to enhance contrast between background and foreground, as the following equations:
where f ϕ (x, y) denotes reconstructing image function, a denotes stretch factor and is set to and value between 0.1 and 0.5 in general. (iii) For the image, its energy is mainly distributed in the low frequency region. In the high frequency area, the proportion of noise energy is large, so this study focuses on de-noising in this area. In Ref [39] , Tang et al. use the filter templates of three different directions for de-noising. For example, the line template of horizontal direction is used for W H ψ de-noising, because the wavelet coefficients contain the high-frequency information in the horizontal direction and low-frequency information in the vertical direction of the image signal. Inspired by the median filtering method employed in wavelet domain, this study used the median filtering template of horizontal line, vertical line, and diagonal line to eliminate noise of three high frequency wavelet coefficients, respectively. (iv) The rail image can be reconstructed based on discrete wavelet inverse transform algorithm.
The formula for reconstruction image is given by:
(v) The ME algorithm is used to select a segmentation threshold after reconstructing the rail image by discrete wavelet inverse transform.
The GSME algorithm performs well for processing rail images in which the contrast between foreground and background is low.
Experiment Results
To demonstrate the proposed LWLC-GSME model, experiments were carried out with comparisons with related well-established methods.
Experiment Setup

A Brief Introduction of the Equipment for UAV Images Acquisition
As shown in Figure 6 , the DJI Matrice 600 equipped with Zenmuse Z30 (DJI-Innovations, Shenzhen, China) was used to capture rail images. The Matrice 600 is a six-rotor flying platform designed for professional aerial photography and industrial applications. The aircraft uses six Intelligent Flight Batteries to extend the time of flight. The built-in API Control feature, expandable center frame, and maximum takeoff weight of 15.1 kg make the Matrice 600 ideal for connecting other devices to meet the specific needs of different applications. The Zenmuse Z30 enables non-contact distance detection by a high-performance camera system with a zoom lens. This aerial camera offers 30× optical zoom, 6× digital zoom, and HD 1080P video. The UAV adopts an industrial level Zenmuse platform with a precision of 0.01 degrees, so the problem of image blur caused by jitter is effectively solved.
Experiment Environment
As shown in Figure 8 , the UAV equipped with an aerial camera was used to capture image or video information of rails as it flies overhead. Then, customized image processing software was used to analyze the captured UAV images. To avoid interference of obstructions, the flight height was set to 30 m. The images of rail tracks from the UAV were acquired on the freight line near the Baoding railway south station and the freight line near Nansihuan in Beijing. One of the experiment environments is shown in Figure 7 . The speed of the UAV and the actual length of the rail track in an UAV image are 2 m/s and 1 m, respectively. Therefore, to cover every part of the rail tracks, the frequency of the camera shutter is set to 2 frames per second. Each image captured by an UAV has corresponding POS information that contains the coordinates of the aircraft at that moment, and therefore, the location of rail defects can be found based on these coordinates.
As shown in Figure 6 , the DJI Matrice 600 equipped with Zenmuse Z30 (DJI-Innovations, Shenzhen, China) was used to capture rail images. The Matrice 600 is a six-rotor flying platform designed for professional aerial photography and industrial applications. The aircraft uses six Intelligent Flight Batteries to extend the time of flight. The built-in API Control feature, expandable center frame, and maximum takeoff weight of 15.1 kg make the Matrice 600 ideal for connecting other devices to meet the specific needs of different applications. The Zenmuse Z30 enables non-contact distance detection by a high-performance camera system with a zoom lens. This aerial camera offers 30×optical zoom, 6× digital zoom, and HD 1080P video. The UAV adopts an industrial level Zenmuse platform with a precision of 0.01 degrees, so the problem of image blur caused by jitter is effectively solved.
As shown in Figure 8 , the UAV equipped with an aerial camera was used to capture image or video information of rails as it flies overhead. Then, customized image processing software was used to analyze the captured UAV images. To avoid interference of obstructions, the flight height was set to 30 m. The images of rail tracks from the UAV were acquired on the freight line near the Baoding railway south station and the freight line near Nansihuan in Beijing. One of the experiment environments is shown in Figure 7 . The speed of the UAV and the actual length of the rail track in an UAV image are 2 m/s and 1 m, respectively. Therefore, to cover every part of the rail tracks, the frequency of the camera shutter is set to 2 frames per second. Each image captured by an UAV has corresponding POS information that contains the coordinates of the aircraft at that moment, and therefore, the location of rail defects can be found based on these coordinates. 
Defects and Evaluation
All images used for this experiment were captured, and several examples of UAV images containing discrete defects are shown in Figure 9 . A large dataset was constructed to verify the algorithm, which contains 50 rail images, and each one has a lot of defects (more than 2) on its surface. Rail surface defects are divided into two categories depending on size and maintenance standard of the railway. In general, a defect whose size is larger than 255 mm 2 should be inspected as soon as possible, because it may result in serious accidents [49] . Therefore, in our data set, the defects are divided into two types, according to size Ω of defects, as shown in Table 1 .
containing discrete defects are shown in Figure 9 . [49] . Therefore, in our data set, the defects are divided into two types, according to size  of defects, as shown in Table 1 . Figure 9 . Examples of UAV images containing discrete defects on rail surfaces. Table 1 . The type of rail surface defects. 
Defects type T-I Defect T-II Defect

The dataset includes 208 defects: 126 in T-I and 82 in T-II. These defects are labeled by experts. Within the Matlab 2014 compile environment, the designed software is achieved by Matlab program languages, and an inspected defect is automatically marked by a rectangle. Then, the inspected defect is accepted as correct if it matches the marked defect in the corresponding image.
In information retrieval and pattern recognition, recall and precision are the basic criteria for evaluation of retrieval quality. The two criteria are used for evaluation of our experiment result in this paper. The precision (P) and recall (R) are respectively given by:
R = TP/NP
where TP is the number of defects that were inspected correctly, FP is the number of wrongly inspected defects, and NP is the number of marked defects for the corresponding defect category (T-I and T-II). Specifically, the recall is more significant than precision, because a defect which is not detected may have severe consequences. It should be noted that each defect in the dataset is labeled with a minimum enclosing rectangle; thereby, the real region of rail surface defects is approximated by the region of its minimum enclosing rectangle. As to the LWLC-GSME model, all these detected defects are also automatically marked by a minimum enclosing rectangle. This is regard as correct inspection if the minimum enclosing rectangle of a detected defect overlaps the corresponding labeled image more than 85%; otherwise, it is error detection. TP denotes number of defects that were correctly inspected. Figure 9 . Examples of UAV images containing discrete defects on rail surfaces. Table 1 . The type of rail surface defects.
Performance Analysis
Defects Type T-I Defect T-II Defect
Area (Ω) 25 mm 2 < Ω ≤ 255 mm 2 255 mm 2 < Ω
where TP is the number of defects that were inspected correctly, FP is the number of wrongly inspected defects, and NP is the number of marked defects for the corresponding defect category (T-I and T-II). Specifically, the recall is more significant than precision, because a defect which is not detected may have severe consequences. It should be noted that each defect in the dataset is labeled with a minimum enclosing rectangle; thereby, the real region of rail surface defects is approximated by the region of its minimum enclosing rectangle. As to the LWLC-GSME model, all these detected defects are also automatically marked by a minimum enclosing rectangle. This is regard as correct inspection if the minimum enclosing rectangle of a detected defect overlaps the corresponding labeled image more than 85%; otherwise, it is error detection. TP denotes number of defects that were correctly inspected.
Performance Analysis
Two groups of visual comparison experiments and a qualitative comparison experiment for defects inspection are presented in this section. Every defect in the images is marked by a red rectangle.
Image Enhancement
The effectiveness of image enhancement method was first verified by performing experiments on several randomly selected images. It should be noted that these selected images include defects for types T-I and T-II, and have characteristics of low contrast and varying illumination. In this section, this paper compares the LWLC algorithm with traditional enhancement methods, including histogram equalization (HE), LN [14] and MLC [30] algorithms. Figure 10 presents comparison results of these methods. The HE method only averages the gray level distribution rather than enlarging the gray scale, and retains a number of irregular (noise) points, as shown in the Figure 10B . The LN method has poor enhancement effect because the image loses a lot of the significant detailed information. Not surprisingly, the MLC algorithm achieves competitive performance and highlights defects on UAV-based rail images. However, to UAV-based rail images having high brightness mean and a great deal irregular points, the MLC algorithm has a poor ability at extending grayscale range between irregular points and defect points. The MLC algorithm can distinguish defects from background, but the distinguishing capability for irregular (noise) points and defect points is not as good as that of the LWLC algorithm. As shown in Figure 10D ,E, the enhanced defects by LWLC algorithm are more obviously highlighted than the MLC algorithm.
It is worth noting that the proposed method can effectively remove the influence of uneven illumination. As shown in Figure 10A , for the above two images with several shadows, the global image enhancement method (HE method, as shown in Figure 10B ) makes images loss detail information and amplifies irregular points (noise points and shadow points), since the HE is a linear algorithm and only averages the gray level distribution. In addition, although the LN method (as shown in Figure 10C ) can remove shadows, it also removes defects, due to the fact that a rail surface contains a small number of defects, and the difference between defects and backgrounds in longitudinal direction is large. However, because of few defects existing on rail surfaces and high reflection properties of rail surfaces, the brightness mean of longitudinal line along a track approximates to the background luminance. Thereby, the proposed LWLC algorithm based on Weber's law can address these issues, and effectively remove the uneven illumination due to the feature of Weber's law presented in Section 1. It can be seen that the proposed LWLC algorithm is superior to other two methods, as shown in the Figure 10E .
For defect segmentation, the LWLC algorithm combined with the GSME method can achieve better performance, and the experiment of defect segmentation will be described in the next section.
rectangle.
The effectiveness of image enhancement method was first verified by performing experiments on several randomly selected images. It should be noted that these selected images include defects for types T-I and T-II, and have characteristics of low contrast and varying illumination. In this section, this paper compares the LWLC algorithm with traditional enhancement methods, including histogram equalization (HE), LN [14] and MLC [30] algorithms. Figure 10 presents comparison results of these methods. The HE method only averages the gray level distribution rather than enlarging the gray scale, and retains a number of irregular (noise) points, as shown in the Figure 10B . The LN method has poor enhancement effect because the image loses a lot of the significant detailed information. Not surprisingly, the MLC algorithm achieves competitive performance and highlights defects on UAV-based rail images. However, to UAV-based rail images having high brightness mean and a great deal irregular points, the MLC algorithm has a poor ability at extending grayscale range between irregular points and defect points. The MLC algorithm can distinguish defects from background, but the distinguishing capability for irregular (noise) points and defect points is not as good as that of the LWLC algorithm. As shown in Figure  10D ,E, the enhanced defects by LWLC algorithm are more obviously highlighted than the MLC algorithm.
For defect segmentation, the LWLC algorithm combined with the GSME method can achieve better performance, and the experiment of defect segmentation will be described in the next section. Figure 10 , the discrete defects on images have been marked by red rectangle to compare enhancement performance of LWLC algorithm with related methods. Figure 10 , the discrete defects on images have been marked by red rectangle to compare enhancement performance of LWLC algorithm with related methods.
Defect Segmentation
On the basis of the LWLC, this paper compares GSME with traditional image segmentation methods including the maximum entropy (ME) algorithm, the proportion emphasized maximum entropy (PEME) algorithm, and the GSTA method. The ME [37] method can confirm one threshold which maximizes the total content of information provided by object distribution and background distribution. After enhancing images by MLC, PEME [30] is used to obtain an optimal segmentation threshold. PEME is an improved ME method which reduces the proportion of the background information and increases an exponent factor in original equation. The GSTA method uses wavelet transform and the Otsu algorithm to enhance image edges, then Otsu to extract the objection of the image. In the comparative experiment, the PEME method adopts MLC for image enhancement, and the other three adopt the same LWLC approach. All methods adopt the same evaluation criterion mentioned above, as shown in Figure 11 . According to the Refs. [30, 38] and our experiment, the parameter ρ of GSTA method, the parameter β of MLC+PEME and the parameter α of LWLC+GSME are set to 0.2, 2, and 0.3, respectively.
As shown in Figure 11B , LWLC+ME can retain more detailed information of defects than the LWLC+GSTA and MLC+PEME methods, but its performance in terms of noise suppression, non-defect points removal, and defect details preservation is weaker than that of LWLC+GSME. Reasons for the inapplicability of the PEME approach are as follows: on one hand, UAV images have lower contrast, relatively obscure texture features, and more noise due to lighting based on natural light and higher distance between camera and rail; on the other, the variation in natural illumination can't be controlled by a human being, and it has an inevitable effect on defect extraction. If the image is captured as the aircraft flies above the rail at different distances, there is no uniform model to set the exponent factor β of the PEME model. In Figure 11C , it can be seen that defect details including shape and area information can't be effectively retained by the LWLC+GSTA method, and there are more noise and non-defect points than with the other methods. Figure 11D shows that MLC+PEME highlighted defect areas, but that noise and non-defect points in the image can't be restrained. As shown in Figure 11E , it can be seen that defects are remarkably segmented with the least noise and non-defect points based on LWLC+GSME.
Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x 15 of 20 entropy (PEME) algorithm, and the GSTA method. The ME [37] method can confirm one threshold which maximizes the total content of information provided by object distribution and background distribution. After enhancing images by MLC, PEME [30] is used to obtain an optimal segmentation threshold. PEME is an improved ME method which reduces the proportion of the background information and increases an exponent factor in original equation. The GSTA method uses wavelet transform and the Otsu algorithm to enhance image edges, then Otsu to extract the objection of the image. In the comparative experiment, the PEME method adopts MLC for image enhancement, and the other three adopt the same LWLC approach. All methods adopt the same evaluation criterion mentioned above, as shown in Figure 11 . According to the Refs. [30, 38] and our experiment, the parameter  of GSTA method, the parameter  of MLC+PEME and the parameter  of LWLC+GSME are set to 0.2, 2, and 0.3, respectively. As shown in Figure 11B , LWLC+ME can retain more detailed information of defects than the LWLC+GSTA and MLC+PEME methods, but its performance in terms of noise suppression, nondefect points removal, and defect details preservation is weaker than that of LWLC+GSME. Reasons for the inapplicability of the PEME approach are as follows: on one hand, UAV images have lower contrast, relatively obscure texture features, and more noise due to lighting based on natural light and higher distance between camera and rail; on the other, the variation in natural illumination can't be controlled by a human being, and it has an inevitable effect on defect extraction. If the image is captured as the aircraft flies above the rail at different distances, there is no uniform model to set the exponent factor  of the PEME model. In Figure 11C , it can be seen that defect details including shape and area information can't be effectively retained by the LWLC+GSTA method, and there are more noise and non-defect points than with the other methods. Figure 11D shows that MLC+PEME highlighted defect areas, but that noise and non-defect points in the image can't be restrained. As shown in Figure 11E , it can be seen that defects are remarkably segmented with the least noise and non-defect points based on LWLC+GSME. Figure  10 , the discrete defects on images have been marked by red rectangle to compare enhancement performance of LWLC+GSME method with related methods.
Qualitative Comparison between LWLC+GSME and Related Methods
Finally, a quantitative analysis for the defect inspection after segmentation is given by Figures  12 and 13 . The two figures further explain that the LWLC+GSME method is more suitable for detection of rail defects based on the UAV image.
Although the GSTA method enhances image contrast, it can't repress interference of noise effectively. These three methods acquire poor segmentation effects because they are susceptible to noise and background points. In contrast, LWLC+GSME not only achieves contrast enhancement between defects and background, but also obtains the best segmentation effects. For example, LWLC+GSME achieves a precision of 88.63% for T-I defects and a precision of 90.32% for T-II defects. It should be noted that both of MLC+PEME and LWLC+GSME obtain similar effects for precision, Figure 10 , the discrete defects on images have been marked by red rectangle to compare enhancement performance of LWLC+GSME method with related methods.
Finally, a quantitative analysis for the defect inspection after segmentation is given by Figures 12 and 13 . The two figures further explain that the LWLC+GSME method is more suitable for detection of rail defects based on the UAV image.
Although the GSTA method enhances image contrast, it can't repress interference of noise effectively. These three methods acquire poor segmentation effects because they are susceptible to noise and background points. In contrast, LWLC+GSME not only achieves contrast enhancement between defects and background, but also obtains the best segmentation effects. For example, LWLC+GSME achieves a precision of 88.63% for T-I defects and a precision of 90.32% for T-II defects. It should be noted that both of MLC+PEME and LWLC+GSME obtain similar effects for precision, because they see non-defect regions as defect under light disturbance (such as uniform illumination and low contrast).
because they see non-defect regions as defect under light disturbance (such as uniform illumination and low contrast). In addition, based on the ME principle and characteristics of the defects mentioned above, a suitable segmentation threshold should be relatively small under the condition of complete retention of defects [30] . Three examples of the segmentation threshold with four segmentation methods are shown in Table 2 . From this table, a relatively small threshold is obtained based on LWLC+GSME. It further illustrates that the proposed method can select a better segmentation threshold. It should be noted that thresholds based on LWLC+GSTA are the smallest. However, this method achieves poor performance for T-I and T-II defects, as shown in Figures 11 and 12 ; this is because this method uses Gaussian kernels to enhance object edges of high frequency areas in the wavelet domain, and UAVbased images contain a lot of irregular (noise) points. For this reason, the method also enhances these noises in rail images, thereby yielding poor defects detection performance. In addition, based on the ME principle and characteristics of the defects mentioned above, a suitable segmentation threshold should be relatively small under the condition of complete retention of defects [30] . Three examples of the segmentation threshold with four segmentation methods are shown in Table 2 . From this table, a relatively small threshold is obtained based on LWLC+GSME. It further illustrates that the proposed method can select a better segmentation threshold. It should be noted that thresholds based on LWLC+GSTA are the smallest. However, this method achieves poor performance for T-I and T-II defects, as shown in Figures 11 and 12 ; this is because this method uses Gaussian kernels to enhance object edges of high frequency areas in the wavelet domain, and UAVbased images contain a lot of irregular (noise) points. For this reason, the method also enhances these noises in rail images, thereby yielding poor defects detection performance. In addition, based on the ME principle and characteristics of the defects mentioned above, a suitable segmentation threshold should be relatively small under the condition of complete retention of defects [30] . Three examples of the segmentation threshold with four segmentation methods are shown in Table 2 . From this table, a relatively small threshold is obtained based on LWLC+GSME. It further illustrates that the proposed method can select a better segmentation threshold. It should be noted that thresholds based on LWLC+GSTA are the smallest. However, this method achieves poor performance for T-I and T-II defects, as shown in Figures 11 and 12 ; this is because this method uses Gaussian kernels to enhance object edges of high frequency areas in the wavelet domain, and UAV-based images contain a lot of irregular (noise) points. For this reason, the method also enhances these noises in rail images, thereby yielding poor defects detection performance. Table 2 . Examples of segmentation threshold values with four segmentation methods; LWLC: The proposed Local Weber-like Contrast algorithm; ME: The maximum entropy algorithm; GSTA: The gray stretch and threshold algorithm; MLC: The Michelson-like contrast algrorithm; PEME: The proportion emphasized maximum entropy method; GSME: The gray stretch maximum entropy method.
Defects Inspection Model LWLC+ME LWLC+GSTA MLC+PEME LWLC+GSME In Table 2 , original images are correspond to the three images in Figure 10A . For example, A1 is the first line image in Figure 10A .
Conclusions
To cope with rail surface defects, an inspection approach based on UAV images is proposed in this study. The proposed LWLC algorithm can highlight not only defects and homogenized backgrounds of UAV-based rail images, but also eliminates the adverse effects of non-uniform illumination. Furthermore, we put forward the GSME method for defects segmentation, which reduces irregular points and obtains excellent segmentation effects. The integrated LWLC+GSME method further illustrates great flexibility and effectiveness in detecting discrete defects.
Finally, this study compared LWLC and LWLC+GSME with related methods, and the results of experiments show the significance of the proposed method. The quantitative experimental results show that the proposed method achieves a recall of 93.75% for T-I defects and of 94.26% for T-II defects, and that it is efficient and feasible to detect rail surface defects based on UAV images. It was verified that the proposed model can obtain excellent results.
In future, our research work will focus on the following two aspects: firstly, we will explore new models for rail defect classification based on UAV images and assess the health of rails; secondly, based on the development of high UAV photography, fast detection models in complex environments will be developed to increase detection efficiency.
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